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By W. P. Davies
MRS. 'I'HOMAS MULLIGAN, 514 BEL·
snont road, recently received a letter from
a cousin, Rev. Father Thomas McQuaid,
who is a missionary in Peking, China.
~he letter was written July 23, 1942, and
was carried from place to place by friends
jn ~hina, being delayed by the exigencies
of travel before being deposited in the
regular mail, so that it was more than a
year in reaching its destination. This illus.trates tp.e difficulty by those in the outer
world in maintaining contact with friends
in China.

*

*

*

FATHER M'QUAID IS A YOUNG
priest, a native of Ontario, who is now

realizing his ambition to be a missionary
to the Chinese. His correspondence with
members of his family in Canada and the
iUnited States has since the war consisted
of numerous letters written to him and
others written by him, most of which
were never delivered. Some, perhaps, are
still on the way, while a few have arrived after many months of wandering. A ·
few excerpts from the recent letter follow:1

*

*

*

honor of a uniformed man at our from
gate. Our radio was taken, but in about
three hours it was returned to us. By the
way, I have just been listening to a ball
game between Boston Red Sox and
Cleveland Indians. Boston won, 8 to 5. By
the time this letter reaches you, if it
does, another world series may be over.
Station KWID in San Francisco broadcasts a game practically every day for
the soldiers, sailors and marines, and we
manage to tune in also .

*

*

*

"NOW GETTING BACK TO MY
story: After a few days we were allowed
to continue as usual going to class, etc. A
second year at the language school has
been completed, and it looks as if we
shall be making a third year, starting
September 1. We certainly have no complaints to make as to treatment. Gradually little hardships are .creeping in as all
foreign products are slowly disappearing. While formerly tke smokers in the
house could get Camels, Luckies and
Chesterfields ·at the U. S. Marine club
for about seven ·cents a pack now they
must be content with the local brands.
Fortunately for me, I was never a heavy
smoker and had no trouble in quitting altogether. Last summer we enjoyed bicycle riding outside the city. This year
we must do all our riding inside the city
gates."

'-J'. OFTEN · WONDER WHAT THE
people back home are thinking about us
[(I am presuming we are not completely
:forgotten yet). It is quite likely that some
strange rumors have been circulated ·as to
how much we are suffering, etc. If so
* .* *
THE PEKING ADDRESS OF FATHER
they are far from the truth. Last December 10 we were yisited and advised to stay McQuaid's mission-the Scarboro Foreign
indoors for~ few days. We even had the Mission-is 68 Chiang Yang Tang Huteng, which doesn't mean much to an
English-speaking person. The letter explains the meaning of the word "Huteng"
thus:
·
"The word when translated means "al·
ley." If I wrote from an American city
and said I was .living in an alley it might
sound rather bad. But not so in Peking.
Here the ordinary residential streets are
all called "hutengs." The business str~ets
are called "ta chieh," which really means
''big street."

*

*

*

"OUR NEW HOME IS QUITE A FINE
place. It belongs to the Parma fathers,
an Italian foreign mission society quite
similar to our own. To re-rent our former
place would cost us much more th~n our
present finances would bear. (We receive
enough each month from the Swiss legation to get along comfortably.) As no It·
alian priests are coming out to the missions, their house was practically vacant.
They were glad to rent it to us and give
us good terms in regard to the payment
of the rent. (It is now 4 P.M., and I must
slip into the dining room and hear the 8
A.M. news broadcast from London.)"

1

By W. P. Davies
THAT STORY "BUGLES IN THE AFTernoon", the scene of which in the early
chapters is laid in -Dakota territory in
1876, has been followed by many readers
who have undertaken to check on the
accuracy of some of the writer's descriptions. In my first reading I overlooked
one point relating to the direction traveled by the stage on its way for some
town on the eastern border of the territory to Fargo. At one point the story
says the stage was going toward the setting sun. But the hotel landlady had told
the travelers that the northbound stage
would leave in the morning. It appears,
therefore, that the journey was northward with an occasional westward turn.

* * *

DEAN CHANDLER, OF THE UNIversity, who is thoroughly familiar with
the geography and topography of Dakota
territory, and with much of its history,
has been following the discussion and
makes this · contribution to it:

* *

*

"FIRST, AFTER GETTING OFF THE
train at the station in eastern Dakota
territory I interpreted the write-up somewhat differently than you, and inferred
that the general course of the 18 hour
stage-ride that the hero and heroine then
had to Fargo was northward, not eastward or northeastward. In other words
from the general direction of Watertown
South Dakota; not from further away
than that, because that is 115 miles in a
bee-line, therefore presumably about 130
miles by the old prairie trails which was
really as far as (or even further than)
an 18-hour drive of the old prairie stages
would make. So now my protest-which
I have not looked up so thoroughly as to
be a court-witness thereon, but am quite
certain I am correct. I think there was
not even a stub-end branch railroad to
any point within many miles of there until after 1880, · and certainly no trains
passing throuih to points further west as
early as 1875, the date of this story.

*

*

*

"SECOND, IN AGREEMENT WITH
yourself, the objection that this region is
not, and never was, a sage-brush desert.
And, as I am moving the area considerably east from your assumptions that
makes the objection even stronger.

*

*

"THIRD, IN 1875 *THE SETTLERS IN
the region were certainly all so recent
that the night-stop buildnigs and hotels
ought not to have yet come to such a con- '
dition of falling-down aged decrepitude as
the 'Bugles in Afternoon' implies. And,
from the many stories that I have heard
concerning them, I am rather surprised
and shocked that they should be represented as such disreputable red-light
joints as depicted in the novel. But that
is merely a matter of, perhaps prejudiced
or mistaken opinion, so perhaps the author's opinion is better founded than mine.

*

*

*

"i'OURTH, WHAT I THINK IS ABsolutely indisputable. The story is ridiculous in mentioning four hours as the fre-

quent time for the trip along the 194
mile run from Fargo to Bismarck by
regular passenger train. I should expect
that the schedule time for those days was
eight hours or more, certainly at least
seven; and although some special perhaps possibly did make it in four hours
"'Once, I disbelieve it. It was years after
that, was it not, before the nationally advertised transcontinental train from Chi·
cago to New York, the 'Nineteenth Cen· tury Limited' reached a 50-mile per hour
average speed? And certainly, on this
new rough track with light rails and minimum number of ties, laid down across
the unsettled prairie only three years before, with no through-conrtections beyond
to make but merely really a local train,
there was not the slightest reason for tryIng to make, in 1875 out to Bismarck, half
of t~at speed.
,
"Similarly, without being able to make
affidavJt. to it, I feel certain that your
suppos1t10n that the engines burned coal,
not wood, on that run, is correct.
"However, as a whole the novel seems
to me to have fairly appropriate coloring,
and to be quite interesting."

* * *

IT KEEPS ONE RIGHT BUSY
checking up on these things. On Sunday
Katherine Brush told us of a book inscribed "To the Army," by one "Alice
Mae Blank, 2181h East Main Street,
Grand Forks, N. D." There is no Main
street in Grand Forks, and there is "no
such a person" as Alice Mae Blank. Perhaps the copy of "Lady Chatterly's Lover" was inscribed and sent to the army
by some Grand Forks girl, and Miss
Brush used fictitious designations so that
the sender would not be identified.

f

By W. P. Davies
STEWART GRIGGS, NOW RETIRED,
'\Vho served for many years as postoffice
inspector with headquarters in Grand
Forks, was a small boy living in East
Grand Forks when.the railroad was being
built from Fisher's landing to the l?,ed
river. He was greatly interested in watching the work as the rails approached the
river, and ·he remembers that the locomo.tive or locomotives used on the construetion work used wood for fuel. He does
not know whether or not wood was burned by the locomotives engaged in regular
transportation service, nor what kind of
fuel was used after trains began to cross
11).e river and eontinued their journey

~est.

*

*

*

MY OWN OBSERVATION OF WOOD·
!,urning locomotives was confined to
branch lines in On1tario well . on to 70
years ago. There and then the territory
traversed was practically one vast forest,
and wood, except that in demand for lum·
ber or in shipbuilding had practically no
value. The land had to be cleared if crops
were to be grown. Except for the small
quantity of fuel needed in the villages
everyone had more wood than he wanted,
and his problem was to get rid of it. Farmers living within driving distance of the
railroad delivered wood in the yards of
village stations and were satisfied with a
price that yielded them wages for the
day's work. The wood didn't count. Every
station had its great pile of wood from
:which locomotives could be replenished
at will..

*

*

*

•

*

*

* *

*

PROBABLY CONDITIONS SOME·
. :what similar existed in Minnesota, for in
almost every part of the state wood was
plentiful. But to what extent, if any, wood
·was u·s ed by the locomotives crossing the
prairie country I have not yet been able
to find out.

H. K. JENSEN WRITES FROM PORT·
land, N. D.:
"Last Sunday's Herald had a story
about a Grand Forks official who bought
petunia plants and is now harvesting toma toes. He and I are in the same cate•
gory. Last spring I bought a packet labeled four o' clocks. I planted the seed
along my sidewalk, and now I am eating
rutabagas. I am 83 years of age, and this
is the first time that anything like that
has happened to me.''

.

DOUBTLESS EACH OF THE ABOVE
cases was one of mis . }abeling. The fact
that in his 83 years, Mr. Jensen never had
a similar experience would indicate that
such cases are exceedingly rare. I never
happened to run across one myself. When
one stops to think of it, it seems ratjler
remarkable that there are so few such

cases. Millions of packets of seeds are put
up each year and they are handled ·b y
thousands of persons. They are distri·
bute~ by scores, and .perhaps separate...
agencies which ·grow the seeds or buy
them in bulk from growers and then prepare them for the retail trade. Yet errors
are so rare that few persons have ever
known of one.

*

LONG AGO IT

*

wAS

*

THE CUSTOM

for the gardener to grow his own seeds.
If the grower was skille~ and experienced
the plan ·often worked well. He selected
the plants that produced the best yields
and had the most desirable qualities and
from those he saved seed for next year's
~!anting. Sometimes through such process
.of selection · he improved the strains with
which he was dealing. But unless . great
care were taken the results were likely
to be disappointing, for cross fertilization
by wind and insects gave unpredictable
· mixtures. Now the professional grower
takes care to keep his strains pure or to
cross them according to some predetermined plan.

*

*

1

*

SEED IS NOT THE ONLY THING ON
which the quality of a crop · depends.
Years ago I had a lot of unusually fine
tom~toes. That summer my father, who
lived in Ontario, visited me, and he was
enthusiastic over those tomatoes and
asked me to save some seed · for· .him,
which I did. The next spring he planted
the seed, grew plants apd took excellent
care of them. But he wrote me that while
the yield was good and the tomatoes of
good quality the fruit was not equal to'
what he had seen in the Grand Forks gar.
den. He guessed that in addition to other
things the tomatoes needed the soil and
climate of North Dakota.

ay W. P.

may nave come to feel that no matter
how beautiful their dreams we must face
IN 1776 THOMAS JEFFERSON EX- the facts as they are and deal with them
pressed in language which has become as we can. If that conclusion has been
historic, those principles of human liber- reached some progress has been made.
ty toward whose realization forward-look* * *
ing men had labored for centuries. The
OF THE TWO BILLION HUMAN
declaration which he wrote may be des- beings on this planet, only a small micribed as the crystallization of thought nority have any knowledge of self-govand experience which had been growing ernment as we understand it. Most of ·
and taking on form through the ages. them have systems of government of
It was on the basis of the · Declaration their own, some of which are accepted
of Independence that the American con- as satisfactory, and among which there
stitution was framed. But the constitu- are others dependent on force and brution was not the immediate fruit of the tality. It is no part of the business of
statement of principles.
the United .States to impose its system
on another people who have a system of
BEFORE- THE CONSTITUTION WAS their own with which they are satisfied
written, there were seven years of war and which does not interfere with theduring which the 13 colonies operated well being of others.
under a loose confederation which was
* * *
continued through the four years that
RUSSIA HAS A SYSTEM IN WHICH
followed the war. With the background a political and economic experiment is
of that experience, and notwithstanding being conducted on a grand scale. Few
the common speech of the people and the Americans believe that a similar system
fact that through both tradition and ac- would be good for the United States. In
tual operation they were familiar with our own affairs we prefer to follow · a
self government, adoption of the con- different path. But it is not for us to
stitution was vigorously opposed by a attempt to dictate to Russia what road
large and influential segment of the she shall travel· provided she does not
population. Adoption would have been obstruct us.
impossible but for the assiduous labor
* * *
of Hamilton, Madison and other leaders,
CHINA HAS A CIVILIZATION THAT
and even some of them were doubtful is many centuries older than ours. Some
of the permanence of the plan which of its features are strange to us, but
had been formulated.
they are sacred to the- Chinese, and ·we
may as well abandon all thought of hav*
THE . DIFFICULTIES SURROUND- ing the Chinese abandon their customs
ing that attempt to form a united nation for ours. · There is no reason why they
were insignificant compared with those should do so, and certainly they will not.
which would not have to be overcome
* * *
in an attempt to bring together the diWHAT IS TRUE OF RUSSIA AND
verse peoples of the world under some China is true in some measure of ·e very
super-government resembling in form other nation. Each group has its own
and character the government of the Unit- traditions, customs and ways of think..
ed States. Numerous earnest and well- ing and living. Some foreign systems are
meaning persons have envisioned some in essentials fairly similar to ours while
such government for the world as tµe others ar~ so different that we are un..
proper and immediate objective · of the able ..to understand them and the other
war. We of the United States have test- peoples are unable to understand ours. In
ed the plan, and in the main have found this diversity of life and thought there
it to our liking, and better for our pur- can be no ·uniformity in government.
poses than any other in existence. There- There can be, and if there is to be a
fore, it has been urged, we should in- permanent peace there must be co-operasist on applying it to the rest of the tion. As a prerequisite there must be
world for the world's good.
an abiding determination on the part of
all the nations not only not to make war
* * *
PE~HAPS AS A RESULT OF CLOS- on . each other, but to resist, with force
er examination of the subject than had if .necessary, any attempt on the part of
been given before the demand for uni· any power to violate the liberties of anformity in the world's political structure other. With violent aggression thus outhas become less vocal, and apparently lawed and banished the nations may pro ..
less insistent. Some of the dreamers may ceed in peace and security to adjust their
have become conscious of realities and domestic affairs to their own liking.

* * *

*

*

1

By W. P. Davies
INFLUENCED BOTH BY THEm INterest in education and by personal friendllblp, many persons in North Dakota have
observed ,with indignation efforts made
by certain Illinois pollticians to include
in the political patronage of the state
appointments made on the staff of the
:University of nunois. For years the position of university counsel at Urbana was
held by Dr. Sveinbjorn Johnson, former
U. N. D. law instructor and later North
Dakota supreme court justice, a position
to which Dr. Johnson brought thorough
legal ~nowledge and high personal character. jHe had been appointed, and year
after year reappointed bY, the University
trustees.

* * *
L'AST YEAR THE :A'ITORNEY GEN·

'
ltral of the 'State demanded acceptance

by the trustees of an appointee to that

position of his own choosing. The board
refused, and ultimately the state supreme
court ruled that the attorney general had
no right to make such appointment, the
trustees being free to make their own
selection. At a secret meeting of the
trustees, no notice having been given that
the subject was to be considered, the
office of university counsel was discontinued, and there was chortling in some
political circles and indignation among
;those who wished to have education kept
:free from political manipulation. Subse•
quently, on August 30, the trustees without re-creating the office by name, reappointed Dr. Johnson, assigning to him
the performance of the same duties as
formerly, and at the same salary.

bank, and up into a tree-as spry as any
other squirrel-in an instant.
"My guess is that he had fallen from
an overhanging tree, or some other animal had forced him to make the unusual
performance."

* *

*

*

*

* *

*

I AM ONLY SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR
with the habits of squirrels, but I knew
that they can swim quite well when they
find it necessary. That is true of most
animals even though they may dislike
the water. I have a vague recollection
of hearing or reading that squirrels will
sometimes swim across a stream voluntarily .when they wi'Sh to' get to the other
side, but I am not at all sure about it.

*
IT IS A WELL KNOWN
FACT THAT
eats dislike the water and will not enter
it voluntarily. Cats don't even like to get
their feet wet but often a cat Will over·
come that dislike enough to yank gold·
fish from a bowl or minnows from a
shallow creek. I never heard of a pig
entering the water of its own accord, but
if caught in a flood a pig will swim to
shore if the distance is not too great.
The boys of my neighborhood years ago
had a theory that if a pig were thrown
into the water it would die, not from
drowning, but from loss of blood. It
would cut its own throat, so it was said,
with its sharp front toenails.

IT SEEMS THAT HUMAN BEINGS
are about the only animals that have to
learn to swim. Without tuition or train.
ing, almost any other animal if plunged
into water beyond its depth will swim
after some fashion, but in like circum.
stances the human animal, young or old,
*
THE SUBJECT IS ONE INVOLVING will go, plunk, to the bottom unless he or
:tnuch more than personal interest. It in- she has "learned" to swim.
:volves the question whether the integrity
of education in America is to be preserved or whether it is to be made the play·
thing of politicians. Conflict between the
two objectives is in evidence in Illinois.
lt has recently been sharply in evidence
in Georgia. It is not long since North
Dakota had its own experience with the
same subject. Those who believe in education as an instrument for the building
of real manhood and useful citizenship
need to be on their guard.

*

*

*

*

*

:1. R. CLARK REPORTS THIS INCI·
~nt whi<:h he observed a few days a.go:
"Yesterday I witnessed an aquatic performance I never saw or heard tell of
before. Maybe others have? Fishing
along bank of river, at Lincoln park, I
noticed, about 30 feet from shore com·
ing toward me, a rather frail looking ani·
mal, which I thought must be a muskrat.
:As the slender form came nearer, another
oddity became visible to me. A quite long,
bushy tall was fallowing after him, in
close pursuit, !or the most part dry, and
floating above water. I could then see that
it was an ordinary red squirrel. Taking
a tew steps toward it, he hit shore about
·
three foot stee

1

By W. P. Davies

tomatoes, but au tnf', mrecuons say yuu
WHILE · I WATCHED THE BIRDS.· mustn't use the water bath for vege:feeding on the smqll black fruits on a tables."
,
buckthorn tree two little eight-year-old
* * *
girls approached. One of them asked:
"WELL, I'VE. BEEN DOING IT AL"Are those berries poison?" I don't t~ink most ever since they made glass jars and
so," I said. "But I don't ,t hink they would I'm not dead yet." "I always cold-pack my
taste very good." I knew, because I had tomatoes. That's the way my inother did
tried them. "Will you die if you eat when I was a kid, and I like it. It's lot
them?" the child continued. "Probably le~s bother. Eit;her way they need to be
not right away," I a~wered. "You see cooked only· about 30 minutes." "I have
the birds eat them and they generaliy four ·different household magazines and
know what's good for them." "She ate several bulletins, ~nd the more I read
one," said the first girl's companion. Ap- them the more I get mixed up. No two of
parently the youngster. had wondered if them are alike, and what's a person . to
one would die from eating qne of those believe?"- "Well, _I · have an old cook book
berries, so she ate one to find out. I that I've had a dozen years and the disuggested that it might be a gpod idea rections in it are all so simple that anynot to eat strange fruits before finding one can ·understand them. I have most
out if they were .poisonous.
of them off by heart and· I don't bother
*
with any others. I think' you just need
BIRDS SEEM TO HAVE A SIXTH some simple directions and some com·
sense about what is harmful and what
mon sense. lf you use poor stuff and are
not. And I don't think their parents teach messy handling it, nothing will work."
them. It seems to be born in them. And
* * *
they seem also to be able to comm uniI w AS INTERESTED IN THE DEcate to eacn other the information that scription in Ernie Pyle's column of the
certain fruit is just ready for use. That methods used to supply our soldiers with
particular tree was loaded with fruit, water. Of course no chances are taken
black, soft and juicy, and -apparently with untreated,water in strange territory.
quite ripe, but the birds seemed · to pay It may be all right, but probably it isn't,
no attention to. it. Then one day the tree and in the past the use of contaminated
was alive with birds, robins, sparrows, water has been responsible for innumerflickers, waxwings and I don't know what able deaths that might have been avoided.
others, and in a short time . they had the In the army all water that is not known
tree stripped. Apparently the ·. news had in advance to be safe is treated, and methgot abroad that the fruit on that tree was ods. employed are,, as nearly as they can
just right. Another year I watched the be approximated, those that are used in
stripping of a mountain ash tree. It was Grand Forks and other modern cities.
loaded .with red and apparently ripe Wherever possible a sand filter is used
fruit, but the birds let it alone. Then, and there are such ingredients as chlorfrom nowhere, robins appeared by ~he ine, alum and soda ash, all of which are
dozen and swarmed all over that tree, and used at the Grand Forks plant. In addipresently, amid a lot of chirping and tion we have · devices for aerating and
chattering, the fruit was all gone.
removing taste and odor, which work
A*RING* DOE*S NOT HA VE well under normal condltions, but someONE'S H~
~.
times not so · well. Those refinements
to be very acute these days to overhear make the water more ·p alatable, but not
conversations something like this:
more safe and the army can't very well
"I cook mine 45 minutes in the steam use them.'
cooker, just as it says in the Household
Guide." ''Bu·t the Kitchen Helper says /
only 30 minutes, and that's , the way I do
mine." Another voice: "I do mine in the
oven.'' "But the jars are likely to explode
in the oven." "Mine never did, and I've
been doing them that way for 20 years."
"Well," I'm not taking any chances. And
I'm afraid of those pressure cookers.
Mrs. Blank scalded 'her arms with one
last year." "She should have let the steam
off first. It tells you how in the directions." "Just the same, I like the old-fashioned wash boiler. You can put a dozen
quarts in it, start your fire and let it boil
three or four hours and you're perfectly
safe." ''That's all right with fruits and

* *

is

By W. P. Davies
I WONDER HOW MANY QUARRELS
there are, personal, national and inter·national, which have none but an imaginary basis. I narrowly escaped one many
years ago. An ~pidemic of sheep raiding
seemed to have infected most of the
dogs ·in the western part of the state.
Flock after flock was raided; many sheep
were worried to death and others were so
badly mangled it was necessary to kill
them. Legislation to prohibit dogs from
running at large was proposed and some
of the measures advanced were quite
drastic. My sympathies were with the
sheep.

with the fruits of skilled handicraft. In
their r~lative solitude they have develop·
ed ~ high civilization of their own. As evidence of their liberality of thought the
author says that though they are profoundly religious, it is .not known that the
-life of any single Icelander was ever
taken by his compatriots because of his
reli~ious· faith.
The:5e and other interesting facts are
effectively set forth in this little book of
only 24 pages.

*

*

*

,1F. ~ HASN'T FROZEN ALREADY
* *
i~ s likely t~, any of these nights, and that
A FRIEND DROPPED IN AND ·wE fu:st frost is never welcome. One always
got to discussing the subject. I maintain- thinks that if w 7 could only skip that first
ed that the dogs ought to be kept at home. frost our growmg and maturing season
My friend said that a dog that was licens- · ~ould be extended by weeks. But a killed had a right to run at large. I replied mg frost comes along in early Septemthat a license wouldn't prevent a dog her and most of the flowers are gone and
from killing sheep. My friend said that if the tender vegetables that have not been
his dog killed sheep he would pay for ' protecte~ are destroyed. After that we
them. I retorted that most of the time usually have some weeks of warm
no one could tell whose dog it was and weat~er wh_ich is pleasant, but which
added "If I should catch your dog chas- doesn t repair the damage that has been
ing my sheep I'd shoot him without wait- done. On the whole it's just as well that
ing to collect damages." He said if I shot we can't change the weather, but if I .
his dog he would make trouble for me could I would postpone that first frost
without going into court. We glared -at about a month.
each other and were on the point of ·
..,..
1'
"'
shaking our fists when we both burst out
THE ICELANDIC PEOPLE, SAYS
laughing. He had no dog and I had no
the author, have developed marked chasheep, nor did either of us expect to have
racteristics of their own largely because
such animals. The quarrel was purely
of their remoteness from others. Commuacademic.
·
nications with foreign lands has been dif* * *
ficult,
·and while in the early centuries
I AM INDEBTED TO DR. RICHARD
not
only
Norsemen, but adventurous
Beck for. a copy pf a little book entitled
spirits
from
other lands found homes · on
1
''The Icelanders,' by Dr. Gudmundur
the
northern
island, in more recent years
Finnbogason, an eminent Icelandic · schol·
there
has
been
scarcely any foreign adar who for many years has been director
mixture
and
through
intermarriage and
of the national library at Reykjavik. He
community
of
interest
the
population has
is the author of a long list of books on
been
unified
to
a
degree
scarcely
found
Iceland and its people and in the present
in
any
other
nation.
little volume he summarizes many facts 1
* * *
about that int:,:esti~~ ~o~~try.
/
DISTANT AS THE ICELANDERS
have been from other peoples, they have
of necessity come to rely on themselves,
not only for physical comfort but for
those things that minister to the soul of
man. They ·found beauty and grandeur in
their rugged mountains and cascading
streams and they learned to express their
appreciation of that beauty in noble prose
and musical song. For a thousand years
their speech has remained pure and in it
their literary masters have woven pasaages of surpassing beauty. The Icelanders have had no need for the development
of a great industrial system, but their
deft fingers have adorned their homes

*

By W. P. Davies
WHAT WAS IT TIIAT HAMLET
taid about there being "more things in
heaven and ear.th, etc?" S. K. Fisher no.ticed an advertisement by the Dictaphone
corporation in which the quotation was
eiven:
"There are more things in heaven and
earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in
our philosophies."
Mr. Fisher wrote the company that he
believed the quotation should end • • •
"that are dreamt of in your philosophy,"
and offered to bet two bits that he was
right. Presently he received a letter from
T. H. Beard, vice president of the corporation, acknowledging the correctness of
Mr. Fisher's version and offering to pay
the two bits at a luncheon which he would
provide for the purpose. Mr. Beard's letter also contained other interesting information.

·*

* *DICTAPHONE WAS
THE PRESENT
developed from an invention made by
Alexander Graham Bell, famous inventor
of the telephone. Bell was assisted in that
work by his friend, Charles Sumner
Taintor and his nephew, Chichester Bell.
Together they built a workable model
and Taintor spoke into it the sentence
from Hamlet. They placed the instrument in a box, sealed it and had it stored in the archives of the Smithsonian
institution in Washington, not to be opened except upon permission of two of the
three depositors. The invention was not
patented at that time; as Edison had
earlier made a sound-recording device on
which the record was made on tin foil
wrapped round a cylinder. This did not
prove practical and Edison abandoned it
to continue work on the electric light.
In 1886, Bell and his companions patented their machine without having need to
produce the model in the Smithsonian institution in evidence. There the model
lay, untouched, until 1937, when it was
tested in the presence of Mr. Taintor,
who at that time was living in California, and members of the Bell family.

was a notoriously poor penman, and I
imagine it must have puzzled the copyists
to decide just what he did write. Perhaps if he had been a,sked to interpret
some ot his chirography he would have
solved the puzzle in the offhand manner
later attributed to 1Horace Greeley in the
stock story. According to the yarn all
of Greeley's stuff was set in type by one
compositor, he being the only person
who could decipher it, and he couldn't always make it out. Once when he was
stuck on a long word he appealed to the
boss. Greeley himself couldn't read the
scrawl but he volunteered "unconstitutional."
·

*

*

,*

THAT WAS A SHOCKING DISASTER
in which 78 persons were killed and many
injured in the wreck of a Pennsylvania
limited train. The number of killed and
injured as just given may be increased
slightly, but the figures just given are
those available the day after the crash.
Shocking as the disaster was, a little
study of it in relation to some other
things causes one to wonder at the marvelous degree of safety which surrounds
human beings.

* * ·*

THE FACTS ABOUT THIS ACCIdent alone are interesting. The train was
the best and swiftest in the Pennsylvania
system. On this, its regular run of 226
miles, at an average rate of more than
60 miles per hour, it carried 541 passengers. Yet in that tremendous crash less
than half the passengers were either killed or seriously injured. Off.hand it would
seem impossible for anyone to come out
of such a wreck alive. Thus there is an
astonishing factor of safety even on a
wrecked train.

*

* ·*

THERE HA VE BEEN SEVERAL BAD
railway accidents lately, and each has
necessarily attracted wide attention. But
consider the number of trains on the rails
every day and the millions of persons
who ride on them. Terrible as some of
the accidents are, in comparison with the
number of travelers, their number can be
* THEN,
*
THERE AND
AFTER 56 stated only in minute decimals.
years the instrument which contained the
first recorded sounds in existence, repeatFROM THE* CRADLE TO THE
ed the words which Mr. Taintor had grave we are surrounded by hazards
spoken into it. Rather spuriously, not against only a few of which it is possible
only was the sentence in the dictaphone for the individual to guard himself. We
advertisement a misquotation of what had board a train and start on a journey. We
been recorded, but In speaking into the know nothing personally of the structure
mouthpiece Mr. Taintor had also mis- of the train or the rails on which it runs
quoted Hamlet. He had said " . . . than or the competence of those who operate
are . dreamed of in our philosophy," in- it. We take all these things for granted,
and arrive safely at our destination. We
stead of "dreamt" and "your."
drive an automobile without knowing
* * ,*
THE FORM USED IN STANDARD from any personal inspection whether it
editions of Shakespeare is "dreamt," and is safely built or not. We do a million
I suppose that is right, but Shapespeare things which subjects us to unknown
hazards and in which we are dependent
for our safety on the efficiency and good
...conduct of laborers, engineers, mechanics
and executives of whom we never even
eard. Yet most of us live to die ultimateY from natural causes when the chances ,
ould appear to be against our living
ong enough to cut our first teeth.

·*

* ·*

By W. P. Davies

'Stock of Fuel' represented by 42,000
cords of wood, which would indicate that
A STORY NOW RUNNING IN THE the motive power taken over from the St.
Saturday Evening Post raised the ques· Paul &: Pacific consisted entirely of wood
tion whether wood or coal was used as burners.
:fuel by the locomotives that served this
territory in the early days of railroading.
* account re"THE 'STOCK OF FUEL'
Stewart Griggs remembers that the en· cords the first use of coal for locomotive
gine used on constuction work when the fuel in February, 1880, and an analysis of
road was extended from Fisher to Grand that account for subsequent periods
Forks burned wood, but does not know shows that in the month of June, 1881,
~bout the locomotives used in regular the cost of coal used by locomotives ap:service at that time. I put the question proximated closely the cost of wood for
to a group of Great Northern executives the same purpose, and from then on the
who visited Grand Forks two or three difference between the two commodities f
weeks ago, but they were not certain mounted to the extent that coal consumpabout it.
tion was 90% or more in excess of the
wood consumption by December, 1882.
*
VICE PRESIDENT NEWMAN PROM· Commencing with January, 1883, the
lsed to have the matter investigated on amount of wood consumed compared with
his return to St. Paul. He has done so, that of coal was only minor, and the
and I have before me a letter written to thought has been expressed that probably
J. J. Dempsey, division freight agent of the greater portion was used for firing up
the Great Northern, from M. M. Scanlan, engines, although some of it may have
of the general offices, who had gone into also been used for locomotive fuel by
the records at Mr. Newman's request. Mr. switch and road engines.
Scanlan makes the point that the early
"In checking with our mechanical derecords are far from complete in matters partment, we find that their records indiof detail, as those old railroad men were cate that the greater portion of these
busy with the building of a road and wood burners we:i;e convert'ed to coal
spent little of their time writing his- burners in 1881 and 1882, and the balance
tory. It is quite clearly established, how- in the following years. We also checked
ever, that the first locomotives to serve the diary of a Mr. John Maher (who fired
this territory were wood-burners, and that some of these early wood burners), and it
wood-burners were in use to some extent reveals that wood burners on the main
as far west as Devils Lake until 1883. Mr. line (which would include the segment
Scanlan's letter, in addition to covering from Grand Forks to Devils Lake) def·
the question of fuel, has some interest- initely went out of service in 1883.
ing information on other phases of the
subject which some reaqers may wish to
"I AM SURE THAT *MR. DAVIES
preserve. Mr. Scanlan writes:
will appreciate the fact that early rai_l·
roading was very different from what 1t
* RECORDS is
"IN CHECKING OUR
today in that they were not much conhere we find that the line between these cerned about keeping detailed informa·
two 'points was constructed during the tion in connection with past performanfollowing years:
ces, but were, and rightly so, always plan1880-1 mile west of Grand
ning for future developments. Although
Forks to 2 miles west
it is somewhat difficult to obtain accurof Ojata . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
miles ate information on early railroading, I
Ml81-2 miles west of Ojata ·
trust that the above will be what Mr. Da·
to 1.6 miles west of Lavies desires. The best thought in connecrimore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.30 miles tion with this question would be that the
1882-1.6 miles west of Lariwood burners were replaced at least by
more to 1 mile west of
the time regular train service was instiBartlett . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.80 miles tuted to Devils Lake, in July, 1883."
1888--1 mile west of Bartlett
I also have a note from Charles Johnto Devils Lake • . • . . • 20.26 miles son, who furnished some of the wood used
by the Northern Pacific in Minnesota. Mr.
Total • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 88.36 miles Johnson writes:
"The annual report to the stockholders
* YOUR INQUIRY
of the St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Mani·
"IN RESPECT TO
toba Railway Co. for the fiscal year end· concerning wood-burning locomotives in
ed. June 30th, 1884, contains the follow- Dakota territory I will say that the Northing:
ern Pacific in 1880 had wood-cutting
"Regular trains have been run to Dev· camps along their line between Wadena
fts Lake .since July 4, 1883."
and Fergus Falls. At Deer Creek there
was one in which I cut about 200 cords of
"THE SAINT PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, tamarack, birch and other trees. The conand Manitoba Railway Co., for your own tract called for cutting every tree, all on
information, was incorporated in 1879 by the company grants. The company had
the syndicate which acquired the proper- along the line wood-cutting outfits to saw
ties of the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad it into proper lengths for locomotives.
Co., and an examination of the accounts The trains stopped at these places and
at that time showed an account termed corded up as needed. No coal was ever
seen. This cut-over land was soon sold
to settlers who converted it to fine farms
and homes."

* *

* *

* *

* *

*

* * *

*

By W. P. Davies

some damage to the standard crops grown
in the vicinity. Such frosts are found
W. J. WERT OF MILTON, SENDS A when the . University thermometer readfreak potato vine which is decorated with ings are between 32 and 28.
miniature potatoes all up · and down the
* * *
stalks, somewha~ after the fashion of
A KILLING FROST lS DEFINED AS
Brussels sprouts. Mr. Wert writes that one which is severe enough actually to
the plant produced a good crop of tubers kill a considerable · proportion of the
under ground,. as usual, but in addition standard crops of the locality, and such
there are these growths, about the size a fro t is reportetl when ·the thermomeof marbles, · on the stalks. The potato ter ranges anywhere below 28. Thus it is
plant is peculiar in _its habits of growth, not necessary for the observer, in order
and quite often it sends out odd growths to determine whether or not there has
attached to the stalks. This may indicate been a killing frost, to examine vegeta·some uncertainty on the part of the plant tion to see how greatly ·it has been in•
whether its real job is to ·produce above jured, if at all. 'The fact that the ther·
ground or under ground. When we plant mometer, occupying a certain definite
potatoes we speak of the tubers as seed, position, registers 28 or lower is suffiwhich th~y are not, of course. The real cient. Under those conditions it is cerseed is contained in capsules which de· tain that in many places in the vicinity
velop from the blossoms. Cultivation and ordinary crops will have their growth
breeding seem to have· caused the plants permanently checked.
almost to have abandoned the practice of
* * *
producing seed, as in these later years
THERE IS, OF COURSE, WIDE VA·
the seed balls have been produced only riety in the preva!ence of frost in a . given
occasionally. Years ago the seed was pro- locality. Elevation has much to do with
duced in abundance.
.it. Exposure to wind is an important factor. Exposed growth may be killed by
* * *
I HAVE AN INQUIRY ABOUT THE frost while in the same vicinity even tenddates of killing frosts in past years, and er vegetation sheltered by groves or
of what precautions the amateur garden, shrubbery may escape even a sign of
er can take to fight them off for a few injury. Evaporation is also an important
days. I am sorry I have no infor:mation on factor. Thin ice may form on a bird bath
the dates of frosts. The University weath- while even the tenderest vegetation near
er bureau has the records, month by by is untouched.
month, but this information has not been
* * *
tabulated so as to give the dates of earlIF TENDER PLANTS CAN BE CAR· ,
iest and lates killing frosts.
ried through the first frost period they
may flourish for several weeks. As to
*
*
*
THE ON°LY SPECIFIC INFORMA· what may be done to protect them, that
tion on the subject that I have is a note depends usually on the quantity of junk
that I find in my own files which says the gardener has available for the purthat in 1932 the first killing frost at pose. In the citrus areas frost is often
Grand Forks occurre(i on the morning of warded off by the use of thousands of ,
October 5. That was much later than smudges, a method which is scarcely
usual. It does not mean, however, that in feasible for the amateur gardener. Cov1932 there was no frost before October 5, ering is the method usually employed,
for there had been light frosts before that and sheets, blankets and gunny sacks are
ilate.
widely used for this purpose. Tomatoes
are often protected by covering with corn
*
*
*
THE WEATHER DEPARTMENT stalks, straw, hay or lawn clippings,
tlassifies frosts as ''light," "heavy" and which may be removed when the danger
'killing." According to this classification is over. The heavy foliage of the plants
a. light frost is one which may appear in. themselves often provides sufficient proaome localities as a white frost and which tection.
may injure very tender vegetation. When
the University thermometer reads any·
where between 32 and 38 above zero we
are given a record of light frost, because,
while there may be no general evidence
of frost, it is known that in spot~ there
will be slight touches of it.
·

* *

*
A HEAVY FROST IS CL:ASSIFIED
AS
one which is severe enough to leave traces on more hardy -growths and to cause

If that is complacency, make the most
of it.

WHENEVER INFORMATION COMES

. of an advance made by the Allies in the

war we are warned against receiving the
news with complacency. That is good advice, provided a certain meaning be attached to the word "complacency." If it
is understood to . mean that sort of self.
satisfaction that induces suspension ,of
effort, if it causes us to feel that we have
done such a good job that we can now af..
ford to quit, then by all means complacenc:y: ls to be a voided.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*·

*

PETRILLO, WHO AIMS TO BE BOSS
in the whole field of music, demands that
devices for reproduction of music shall
not be used unless there are hired as·
stand. bys as many men as would have
been required to play the same music if
those devices had not been invented. That
would be about the same thing in principle as prohibi~ng a farmer from using
a binder or combine unless he hired as
many men as would have been required
to do the same job with cradle and flail
and had them look on while he paid them
high wages.

*

COMPLACENCY, .HOWEVER, HAS
another meaning, and it is that other
meaning that is favored by the dictionaries. It involves. real pleasure in the
favorable result of· honest effort. When
we learn that the Allies have banished
the enemy from Africa, that Sicily has
been occupied, that Italy itself has been
invaded and has surrendered, that the
submarine menace has been brought un• der control, that we have expelled the
Japanese from New Britain and have
their army on New Guinea surrounded,
that a great army is being prepared for
recapture of Burma and effective relief
of China, that German armies are being
driven back mile after mile on the Russian front, that in every war theater we
have gained air supremacy, that in spite
of all obstacles and interruptions our output of war material is steadily ·increasing,
when we learn all these things, or any of
· them, there is no occasion to receive the
information with a long face.

THERE DIED THE OTHER DAY IN
Schenectady, N. Y., a man who had the
interesting experience of being in at the
very beginning of some things which
have since become commonplace. He was
Ernest J. Berggren, aged 80, who was an
associate of Thomas A. Edison when that
great inventor was just getting a start
. on his remarkable career. Mr. Berggren
was the last survivor of the group that
surrounded Edison in the early years of
his work. Among his experiences was tJ}at
of living in a boarding house when that
was the first and only building in the
world to be lighted with electricity. He
witnessed the building of the world's first
* * *
electric railway and was a passenger on
THERE IS A STATE OF MIND . THAT its first train.
~
refuses to find satisfaction in good news,
that causes one to regard a clear sky _as
but the precursor of a storm and to foresee disaster at the end of every journey.
On the other hand, it is possible to find
real enjoyment in be~utiful weather and
to anticipate with unreserved pleasure
the successful termination of a journey or
an enterprise without neglecting such
precautions as prudence may dictate. And
it is possible to receive good news ~r.om
the war front with a smile of grat1f1cation and to say to one's self, "That's good
new~ and I thoroughly enjoy it. I enjoy
the fact that our soldiers and sailors and
airmen are making good progress. I am
glad that I have contributed something
to that result by using less gasoline, by
being carefui in my use of food, by ~ubmitting cheerfully to ·many inconveniences which are inseparable from war, and
by buying bonds in order to keep our
armed forces well equipped and supplie~.
And now to clinch the whole business,
here's fo; a further effort in every direction and the purchase of more bonds so
that we may finish in royal style the job
that we have started."

r

w.· P.

Qf noteworthy achievement in whicli
sturdy character has been the foundation
TWO OR THREE WEEKS AGO of success, .and ·in which the beneficlent
there appeared in the Herald a biograph· influence of two .· women, mother and
!cal sketch of Fortunat Martineau, pio- wife, has played a most important part.
11eer merchant of· St. John, N. D., ·on the
occasion of his completion of 60 years as
a general merchant. During those ye~rs NOBODY LIKES WAR, BU.T OUT OF
~r. Martineau has conducted his business 'its stress have come many things which
on the same site in St. John, but in three the world has found useful in time .o f
different buildings, the first a log struc- peace.. This war is like others in that re•
ture which was removed to - make way spect. · One of the· things for which the
for a more modern structure in 1888. war -is responsible is a mosquito repellant
That building burned and was replaced which is said to be far superior to any.
by the present building in 1930. In recog- thing thus far developed for a similar
nition of his long and successful career purpose. Brief descriptions of ·it say that
there was published a booklet entitled it ls completely successful as a protection
"The :tvfaking of a Merchant," written by . against insect pests, that it lasts a long
Mr. Martineau's daughter, Miss Emma time and that it is free from offensive
Martineau, for members of the family odor or other disagreeable properties.
and their · personal friends. The booklet
* *
contains many interesting facts in addiTHERE WAS A TIME WHEN THE
tion to those already published in the mosquito was considered merely an an•
Jierald~
·
noying pest. Nobody realized then that it
might impair the efficiency of an army or
* *
ONE ·OF THE 'ffi!NGS THAT IM· fatally obstruct a great engineering work.
pressed me in reading this sketch was the Yellow fever, malaria and other maladies ·
influence exercised over the lives of many have been traced directly to the mosquito,
persons by a devoted mother who looked and the clearing up of breeding places .for
into the future and saw possibilities of the· insects has banished , those 'diseases
honor. and usefulness for her son. Living from many places where they were preon a small farm in Quebec , that mother valent. But an army must go where it is
implanted in her son habits of industry needed, and it cannot always take time
and the desire for knowledge. She arrang. to drain swamps. The new mosquito re·
ed his apprenticeship to a merchant when pellant, .if it does what is claim.ed for it,
he was so · small that she had him wear will help our men in distant Pacific junan oversize coat to increase his apparent gles to maintain good health. When the
stature, and there the boy applied the war is over it should enable all of us to
lessons which he had learned at home, watch a ball game . in comfort on a still
:working diligently, saving his wages, and and humid summer evening and give our
devoting his spare time to study in order undivided attention to the monstrous de..
.that he might assume larger responsibili- cisions of the umpire.
ties and acquit himself creditably in the
~orld.

By

Davi•s

' * * ,. *

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

*

IT IS NOT STRANGE THAT THE
boy so trained .should have developed ,
well. Fortunat Martineau became a prosperous merchant. He also became a lead·
er ·in his community, _respected and hon•
ored, and he , has passed on to his own
children something of the progressive
spirit .which he inherited. Ten of his 12
children are living, and all have benefited
from his determination that they should
be well educated and properly equipped
for the duties of life. At one time three
of ·'his sons were taking dental and medical courses in Chicago. All have acquitted
themselves well in business and profes·
sional life. Miss Emma, luthor of the
booklet, at one time sang in the chorus
at the Metropolitan Opera in New York.
"hose younger members of the family
also owe much of both character and
progress to their own mother, who ·was
named by Governor John Burke as
-'North Dakota's most distinguished
Jl}other.''
AT THE AGE OF 84 FORTUNAT
tl'dartlneau can look ba~k over a long_life

Y'

•

-

.By W. P. Davies

~ DAY OR TWO AGO I . OFFERED
~ome· remarks on the subject of complacency; maint~ining that a certain kind
and degree of complacency-is quite proper
and appropriate when .t hings appear to
be ,going well. Such complacency, it was
suggested, is not. of the Pollyana kind,
that takes for granted that all is right
with the world and that nothing is necessary for us except to sit still and enjoy it.
•

*

*

which accepts every local success ·· as assurance of immediate victory and sees
in it a reason for abandonment of further
effort, such disasters as ~have been mentioned are likely to bring despair and willingness to abandon the fight as one which
cannot be won.
* .CHARACTER
*
THE NORMAL
IS NOT

*

rendered .happy by misfortune.. But where
a ~attle Is fought for something t~t is

~RE IS ALSO A~OTIIER SID~ TO
the picture, one to which our attention is
being rather, forcefully directed just now.
Many thousands of our· men are engaged
in a fierce battle in Italy, and General
Clark's army is being hard pressed. L.anding on a beach only a few miles wide our
f?rces have been s~ept by _shel~ from ·
Ing guns concealed m the mountains and
. by machine gun fire from pill-boxes skillfully placed in anticipation of such a landing. They have repulsed one counter attack after another, but still the enemy
comes on, bringing fresh forces into· the
conflict, while Montgomery on the other
side of the peninsula is moving as rapidly as he can over mined and tortuous
roads to bring relief to Clark and his men.
*
* *
IT IS CERTAIN THAT THE KIND OF
fighting that has been in progress for a
week will greatly; increase the list of Allied casualties, and there are many American homes in which there is warrant for
anxiety concerning the young men who
are engaged in that battle. Always, too,
there is _the possibility that t~e expedition, launched with high hopes and every
prospect of success, will be unable to
reach its objectives and that the particuJar enterprise must be abandoned for the
time being after tragic losses have been
.sustained.

•

*

*

SUCH _EXPERIENCES ARE INSEP·
arable from war, especially from a war
in which there are engaged immense arm·
ies equipped with all that science and industry can provide for them. In the Revolutionary war, the colonial armies suffered defeat after defeat. In the Civil .
war, there were years in which disaster
f ollowoo. ·disaster for the federal forces.
In the first World war there.was the colossal debacle of Gallipoli and the bloody
struggles in France in which Allied forces
were· beaten back time after time. In this
war a great British army was cut off
and driven into the sea at Tobruk and
Tobruk fell to the enemy after months
of heroic resistance by its Allied defenders.

*

*

,*

NEWS THAT CAME TO THE PEOple froi:n those several battle fronts was
not cheering. And to the temperament

believed to be . worth preserving, local
cause no such reaction. On the
contrary, they stimulate to greater exertion and crystallize into action a thousand possibilities hitherto unnoted. Favorable news ·f rom the front warrants
the kind of complacency that the competent workman feels as he views his halffinished work and sees that what he has
done thus far has been ·good. He goes
on with increased enthusiasm to finish
the job. And to the same type of mind
misfortune, when it comes, brings noth:
ing resembling despair. There is regret
that ·success was not achieved .earlier and
more easily. But there is also the determination to correct whatever error was
made, repair the break, overcome· the obstacle and go -on unswervingly toward the
goal that has been set.

· reverses

*: *

*

WE .SHALL ALL BE HOPEFUL OF
more ~heering news · from the Italian
fro11,t. Such news . may b~ d~lay~d, for
the enemy whom we are f1ghtmg 1s powerful and resourceful, and he appears to
be determin~d to make the battle ?f I~aly
a test of Allled power and determination.
Th_e result of that battle, and of the campaigns .that 3:re to f?llow, depends on the
resolut10n with which the people t:1temselve~ d~vote Jhemselves to the business
of wmnmg victory. Th~re need ~e no
fear t~at the men at the front will not
do their part.

.
·By W. P. DAVIES.
care exercised by fishermen in certain
'.AN INVITATION HAS BEEN RE· _waters against · going or being carried
ceived from Geo. A. Bangs to attend an·
niversary ceremonies commemorating the beyond their depth in those waters, be-,
signing of the United States constitution, cause if they did, even though they might
an event which occurred on September 17, be good swimmers, they were almost cer1787. The exercises were held at the tain to drown. They, too, wore hip boots.
home office building ln Indianapolis of There was a difference, however. The

the American United Life Insurance company, of which Mr. Bangs is president.
It is only a few years since Mr. Bangs.
left Grand Forks for Indianapolis to assume an important position with an insurance company which he had been instrumental in modernizing. Since then
two or more companies have been
brought together under his guidance,
creating a new company which he heads.
Grand Forks people who knew Mr.
Bangs here will remember the profound
interest which he took in government,
and especially in the proceedings attendant on the preparation and ratification
of the constitution. It is quite in keeping
with what is remembered of him that he
should cause Constitution day to be observed in the impressive manner for
which arrangements have been made at
his home office.

*

*

*

*

*

*

I DON'T THINK I AM PARTICULARly captious in reading fiction. I understand that the writer of fiction, as we_ll
as the writer of poetry, is permitted to
take some liberties with the facts. He
may overdo it to the extent of making
his product ridiculous, but it ·is not nece~sary for him to spoil a good story by
sticking too close to bare facts. There are
times when a little embellishment does
the facts no harm.
SOMETIMES, HOWEVER, WHAT I
read in fiction prompts a question on the
score of accuracy. A case in point arises
in a story in which, according to the
. story, two persons, a man and a girl,
thwart an attempt to drown them by upsetting their boat, No violence is offered
them. They are merely . to be spilled into
water 30 feet deep, but as both are good
swimmers and they are only half the
width of a river from shore, what have
they to fear? Their danger arises from
the fact that both are wearing hip boots.
Immediately when they are plunged into
the water their boots will fill with water
and they will sink to the bottom and
stay there. That's how the story runs.

* *

*
NOT LONG AGO I READ
OF THE

water which they frequented was heavily
loaded with -sand, and men in .the water
wearing those long boots, would ·soon
have them filled with sand, and . the additional weight would carry even a
stronger swimmer down.

*

*

*

I WONDERED IN READING THE
first-named piece of fiction if the author
were not mistak€n. I can understand how
the weight of sand filling a pair of long
boots would be too much of a load for a
swimmer to carry., but the locale of the
former story was such as to preclude the
presence of much sand in the water.
Would boots filled only with the wearer's feet and legs and several quarts of
water necessarily cause the wearer to
sink almost immediately? I doubt it.
Those water-filled boots would be burdensome and inconvenient, it is true, and
would greatly impede a swimmer, and if
a, long swim were to be attempted in
them the swimmer might become exhausted and sink. But the water in the
boots would add nothing to the weight
to be supported, because the weight of
the water in the boots wou_ld be balanced
by the weight of water outside of them.
Sand is so much heavier than water that
the swimmer would have to carry consid..
erable weight.

*

*

*

IN ORDER TO SETTLE THE MATter I propose that some person eager for
scientific knowledge don a pair of long
rubber boots and wade beyond his depth
in English coulee-if there is such a place
-and let me know the result. If he
drowns, the fiction writer is correct. If
he doesn't, my guess is right. I shall be
glad to publish the results of such an experiment.

·

By W. P. Davies

HAVING PROMISED THE PEOPLE
better domestic conditions, and hav~ng
appeared to fulfill his promise, at least
in part, he expanded the vision that he
had placed before. them and told them
of the wealth and glory that were to be
theirs in a rebuilt Roman empire, far
exceeding in extent and magnific.ence
that of the Caesars, and as a step to- .
ward the realization of that · dream he
made war on Ethiopia. Again the people
acquiesced. Africa, with all · its riches,
was to be theirs; and after Africa there .
would be other continents to conquer.

VvFiEN MUSSOLINI MARCHED IN·
to Rome and seized control of the government of Italy his exploit was observed
with mingled emotions in Italy and
throughout the world. He was an agitator and adventurer, erratic and undepen·dable who had taken advantage of the
social. and economic confusion which existed in Italy to gain a following drawn
to him by large promises and glittering
visions, and because Italy was disorganized and demoralized and had no real
leadership elsewhere, he was able, by
* * *
means of a show of force, to gain his . BUT MAKING WAR TAKES MEN
J>bjective and establish himself
as dic- and costs mopey. The young men of.
1
Italy were drafted into the army, and
kator~
after Ethiopia they were sent into Spain.
* *
The
industries had been busy, but their
SOBER MEN REGARDED HIS MOVEactivity
was in prep3:ring for war, and
Jnent with distrust, but he. had a certain
the
increased
employment was in the
)kill in the arts of the demagogue. He
Instituted certain changes which he call- same field. The industries were taxed
Jd reforms. He took from those of the more and more' heavily and Italian money
rich who had opposed him and gave to came to have little ·value. It began to be.
the poor. He established industries and apparent that ,the kind of prosperity that
Jet the people to work. Those of the had been given them was a sham, and
population. in the lower economic level they were in worse condition than before.
lauded him for they felt that he was good
* IMPOSED
IN GERMANY HITLER
lo them. Unemployment became less.
.T hose who had been barefooted had himself on the state in much the same
,hoes, and those who had . been hungry manner, and, like Mussolini, he was Ia uded by those who _ had received favors
had bread. .
,
from him and his methods were excused
* * *
both at home and abroad because they
THE SENSE OF WELL BEING WAS .appeared
to be bringing results. Presentaiot confined to the indigent. Men of
means, accustomed to the direction of ly the sham of Hitler's prosperity was
large enterprises, found opportunity for exposed. Hitler made war on the rest of
the profitable employment of their cap- the world a.n d dragged the German peoital and their talents under the new ple into it. They, like the Italian people,.
regime provided they showed a co-opera- had tolerated and acquiesced in that which
tive . spirit, and while they recognized they knew to be wrong because it apMussolini for the braggart and adven- peared to · be bringing some present adturer he was, they were willing to v~m tage.
. * *. *
acquiesce in his methods because under
THE ITALIAN PEOPLE AND THE.
his guidance ·the country seemed :to be
German · people are not alone in having
making progress.
been willing to assent to principles which
they knew to be unsound and. tolerate
* * *
THAT FEELING WAS SHARED BY. methods of which they really ,disapprovmany in other countries_who did not ap- ed for lack of clear thinking and :r;esoluprove the totalitarianism or military die- · tion. Too often the demagogue and char:
tatorship. They saw in Italy the appear- Iatan is able to gairi a following by makance of better times and while they did ing glib promises which can be fullfilled
not. admire the methods used they observ-, only by the use of methods which are·
ed the results with some measure and unsound. When that mistake is . made
satisfaction, .feeling that while they want- those who make it must pay for · their
ed nothing of the Fascist system for indifference and negligence. It makes no
themselves it appeared to be doing great difference whether the deceiver be a
things
for .Italy~
Mussolini, a Hitler or a Huey Long.
'
.
-

·*

*

*

•Y W. P. Davies

long late afternoons and evenings were
spent with hoe_and rake, and later as the
days shortened~ in gathering the products of the soil. It was .real work, but
many found real fun in it, too. There
were many to. whom the ·e xperience was ·
altogether new, and many an untrained
novice became a fairly expert gardener )
before the season was over.

TOM GRIFFITH THINKS THAT THE
government is short-changing the public
in permitting the sale of hunting licenses
and then making it impossible for the.
purchaser to buy enough shells to make
the license . any good. His idea is that
with every license there should be issued
a permit for·: the purchase of 25 shells,
* . * *
which · seems fair enough. It would be a
IN THIS MANNER DOUBTLESS!_
nice thing, too, if with the hunting per- many have acquired a taste' which will
mit there could go _an extra gas coupon remain; with them, and the kind of work
or so.
that was undertaken partly for economic
and partly for patriotic reasons will be
*
ED GAR SNIGGLESWORTII HAS continued in other years just for the
noted an unusual number of lighted love of it. There is real satisfaction in
basements of late, and he had been won- the possession of garden products, but
dering whether the people were fitting there is pleasure, too, in .the work of tillup bomb shelters· or starting again to ing · the soil ·a nd watching it respond as
make home brew in view of the possi- plants grow and yield their harvest of
bility of a shortage of commercial beer. good things.
Being of an inquisitive nature he decided
* -* *
to find out. Some of the basement winLOOKING BACK OVER THE YEARS
dows were curtained so that he could not I often think of the full cellars that the
see through, but he managed to look into thrifty farmers whom I knew had, year
several others. At first he felt sure that after year, as a· matter of course. Autthe town· was going into home brewing umn ·and early winter were the seasons
on a large scale, for everywhere there for filling those cellars. The wild raspwere steaming kettles and numerous ap- berry patches made their qontribution
purtenances quite suggestive of the days earlier in the year, and then . came the
when every fellow who wanted it brewed products of the · orchard with cherries,.
his own. But on looking more closely he plums and the earlier fruits, most of
found that lie was mistaken. The people which were made into preserves. Then
were canning fruit and vegetables and came the apple season, , the making of
bottling juice. The garden season is apple butter and perhaps some barrels of
about over and the products were being cider, and later the peeling ·and drying of
stored in glass sealers and bottles to ap· apples, a branch of the industry that was
pear on breakfast and dinner tables made the basis for social gatherings.
"Punkin-sass" was made in a big open
through the rest of the year.
kettle out of doors and stirred with a
kind of broom made of cornstalks bound
I WAS REMINDED THE OTHER DAY together. Hog killing time brought the
of a practice common in my neighborho~d season about to a. close. And wha~ a joy
when I was a ·boy, but of which I never it was to look over those full bins and
hear anything now. It was of storing loaded shelves. The pleasure was not
apples in piles to sweat. When our apples merely in the assurance of plenty to eat.
were picke·d they were not taken directly' It was rather in the feeling that the lato the cellar but were piled in an unoc- bor of .one's own hands had created abcupied room in the house, if' there was undance, and the full cellar was evidence
one, or on the barn floor, where they of it.
were covered with hay. After a few days
the apples became slightly moist-not
.wet-and in some way they had a somewhat different "feel," as if they were
covered with a thin film of oil. They
were allowed to lie and sweat, as I remember it, two or three weeks, when they
were removed to permanent winter storage. The sweating process was supposed
to improve ,the .flavor of the fr~it. I
·wonder if it. did.

!

* *

* * *

* *

* HAS CHANG·
VICTORY GARDENING
ed the habits of many persons. I wonder
bow permanent the change will be. During the summer many families substituted gardening for pleasure driving and
for entertainment of various kinds. The

---------- ------
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ONE OF THE PROBLEMS TACKLED
by men engaged in rubber resea'l'ch was ·
that of making a synthetic rubber that
would remain soft and resilient In exeeedingly low temperatures. This had al·
ready been done with natural rubber,
but synthetic rubber became hard and
brittle under similar conditions of extreme cold. The problem has been solved
and synthetic rubber treated by the new
process will bounce as well at ·40 below
as natural rubber does. The product is
serviceable .for many wartime uses.

*

* *

THOSE NEW STEEL PENNIES ARE
not yet largely in circulation, and there
are many persons who have not yet seen
one. The new coin is of steel, coated with
zinc, and is of the same size as the old
copper cent, but is a few grains lighter
because of the substitution of steel for
copper. Its design is identical with that
of the fam111ar Lincoln penny. The zinc
coating, which is very thin, ls applied to
prevent rusting. Both faces of the coin
are thus coated, but not the edges. If
one wonders why the edge does not rust
the answer ls because of electrical action.
Contact of the two dissimilar metals
creates a sllght current which prevents
the rusting of the exposed material. This
property is the same as that observed on
the barbs of a wire fence. The wire for
the barbs is cut after the zinc coating
had been applied, and it is therefore exposed, but the exposea portion does not
rust until the zinc has been removed from
the rest of the wire by exposure and frictton, 1n which case all the wire will rust.

* *

*

*

*

THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT
considered the plan of making the new
pennies of plastic, but the idea was abandoned because of the vast number of
vending machines that are built to use
pennies and plastic would not work in
them. Thus the coinage of a nation of
132,000,000 people was adjusted to meet
the needs of persons who buy or sell
unconslderE!d trifles for a penny apiece.
Plastics are used, however, in some
states for sales tax tokens and they seem
!to be quite satisfactory.

*

' ......

portrait of a mayor of New York shall
not be painted until he ls dead, at least
politically. He said he was happy to be
dead politically until recently when he
discovered that he still had a few chores
to do.

*

* *

THE CURRENT PRACTICE OF SET·
ting radio advertising to music, or to
noise presumably intended to resemble
music, brings the following apt observations from · the major columnist of the
New York Times:

* * *

"AND THE Am SHALL BE FILLED
with music, and the cares that Infest the
day shall be early on the job, and beer
shall be offered for sale in jingles, and
soap in glees and ditties and cadenzas,
and the new fall clothes shall yodel their
way Into our hearts, and the merits of the
shaving cream shall be expounded 1n a
style suggest\pg the less coherent war
songs of the Australian bushmen, and it
shall be a toss-up when you switch on the
radio at breakfast time whether you get
a bulletin from Eisenhower in Italy and
MacArthur 1n t'he Paci.fie, or a prime~
song-and-dance from the embattl~
tradesmen of the Five BorougM.
"Fortunately the air is so .full of ad·
vertising harmony that it cannot last
long.

*

*

*

"JUST THE SAME, THE CONSCIEN·
tlous future historian when he comes to
the current 12 months in the life of the
American people will feel compelled to
take note of this vocalization epidemic
In the radio advertising field. It is, incidentally, obvious that the records with
which historians deal must henceforth in·
elude, literally, the rubber or plastic records which perpetuate every word that
goes out over the radio; and a pretty job
it promises to be. When the historian has
read the president's messages to congress, and the Congressional Record, and
the annual cabinet reports, and the newspapers, and has made a thorough study
of the monuments and the coins and the
excavations, he will have to turn to the
vast piles of radio disks, including those
which begin, 'the following is tral)scribed:
oogly woogly, hoity toity, hey, hey, hey.' "

WHEN THE STEEL PENNIES WERE
!t.rst being stamped, trouble arose from
the fact that they stuck to the die that
was used. A magnetized holder was used
on the die. This had magnetized the die,
and the stamped coins, being of steel,
clung to -it. Simlle.r trouble has often
been experienced in the press rooms of
printing shops, but i.. that case the electrical energy created by the .friction of
paper and machinery causes the printed
sheets to float off into space instead of
lying quietly on the pile as they are dellvered. That ls usually remedied by connecting the press by wires with a wet
floor or other good conducting surface.

*LAGUARDIA
* *

OF NEW - ~- - - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ - - ,
~ork having been denied the privilege of
being a brigadier general in the army, is
thinking seriously of running for a
fourth term .In his present office. He in·
timated as much in speaking at the hang·
fng of the portrait of a city official. He
said there is an unwritten law that the
MAYOR

THOSE WHO HABl'I'UALLY MAKE
predictions about the kind of weather we
are to have in the comlnc winter have
t>een caught napptn., tbl& ~lor'
ter ha8 ~ ~
ven't yet st&d theft
A'(
ast, that is the way 1t
tbe
havior of September up to date. ~
true that we have
1rosts
but for three
'
cold that fil'es have been n
all of the time tc) keep rooms fairly com:fortable. Those who wn'ullly have had
supplies of fuel left ·over irom last win•
ter sufficient to laSt until thtt ~ ,ot
November are ~
-~
16!ih~
Bon with empty- ·fflni
s, unless
they have stocked up meanwhile.

E

* * *'
USUALLY QUITE

IT JS
SAFE TO
predict a hard ~ 1or even though
the weather may a,verage unusually mild
there are always enough hard spots to
warrant the pro~et In aaying "l told
you so." The m1ht
~
be overlooked. w
J;clence Monitor John Go'&i1d says that
In order to be on the safe side he always
assumes that the next winter will be a
l!evere one, and "he continues Mtlr the
follewing observations:

*

*•*

*

*

''WHEREAS PEOPLE IN': ~
,ontlnue to think some winters are worse
than others, it has always seemed to me
that any winter at all is sufficiently adequate, and If t4e tempera
errs on the downward side.
l am convinced the coming winter \\'Ill
be the worst in at least 78 yearS, with
extreme cold spells between October and
)!ay, a great deal of snow that will drift
1<>mewhat, and severe north winds at
~oclties seldom dropping below a
acreech.
"If folks who like to look ahead will
pay attenti-on and act on this prophecy,
they will lay up plenty of fuel, a great
deal of food, considerable warm clothing,
extra. blankets, and a 'large quantity of
reading matter A?lff to the ~ n
range. Theae people \10'lll .come through
the winter splendidly and will feel I gave
them a good steer.

Septe:ber
.as'
Qy :we ll8
have in July or Auguat ~ oila
such day back in the eighties when
ttµ,oughout these northel'J1 p
the teJn,J>erature stood about 100,
fillet\ the ati' \Vi
straw and chaff. The wind was so
that somewhere ..w. South Dakota
ew a bl'llkeman
top of a
f1'!1faht car. I don't rem
how badly
e was hurt. It was an awtul day.

R

...._~Au

O:.J::

* * *

ONE IS AN INSECTlCIDE
that has come into Pneral ~ Jn: l'eCellt
years, but Its efficiency WdiJftio,m:to the
Iiidfans of Central Americai long 'l:,ef,ore
white men first saw this western world.
,Men.one js derived from derris root. a
fffoplcal product, and while the Indians
did not know what the root contained
they knew what It would do. They shaved
the root and threw thin slices into their
fishing pools, thus killing the fiaA'
and quickly.
fiah

wftaoUT
OWING ANYTHING OF
the process the Indians ma~e use of the
fact that while rotenone is fatal to coldblooded creatures such.as fish and insects
it Is harmless to wa,rm,1,lelded
Thus while ~ ~ ._
wf,11 kill ~ lhat eat tt, eaitle
eat the forage without being harmed, and
though particles of it may be left after
careless ~ash~g, fruit to which it hq
been applied is safe for human beings.
of the man:t instances in
ve people have learned
tacts about many ma.terials, which fa
ileen established
centuries latel';Glt-a sclentiflc basis. Much
of the work of science has been not to
discover how a given material will act,
but wbJ' #acted in that way in the hands
of our great-great-grandparents. And how
-did those grandparents find oat wi.t
they knew?

•*

"THIS, OF COURSE, IS MERELY MY
regular prophecy. It was the same last
year 81).d will be the same next year I
ean make It much more convincing by
showing bow I arrived at It. I can enumerate the signs and portents that have
come to my discerning eye:
"The. bees have continued to hatch
brood until late season-a sure sign the
old bees don't expect to pull through.

"GnlST

high- positive in
- - ~, - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - ~ ~
about eleven feet deep.
"The corn silk is long and full, and the
husks are thick and tight-decisive portent comparable to a man's growing a
beard so he can button It inside his vest
and keep the wind out.
"Blackberry canes lean southerly-deft.
nlte evidence they expect prevailing north
winds.
"Pumpkin and squash vines are unusually long-clear indication they wanted to
get as far away from the coming winter
as pc»lSible.
"The mangel-wurzels are mostly undel'Jround - when a large part of them
arows up in the air we can expect a
1,almy winter.
"And so on-exhaustive studies only
terve to corrorborate my customary
l)l"O~Y· Aa U$.U8l, we will have a lODJ,

laJII..~"

By W. P. Davies
calities. Someone proposed as a test
.
. question to be pronounced "Little Gerty
OCTOBER 1. lS. GENERALLY R~19 Murphy, she certainly was a bird, sitting
garded as. movmg day. On. that day In' on the curb waiting to go to work."
what are considered normal times several ,
·
*
hundred thousand or more leave the
A B~o9~LYN ~ODGE~S FAN R~N- i
houses or apartments which they have dered m L1tt~e G~1~y Mo1phy, s~e son~toccupied sometimes· for six . months enly was a b01d, s1ttmg on the c01b, wa1tsometim~s for a longer time, and . estab: ing to go to .work," w:iereas ~11 the rest
lish themselves in new quarters. In the of the company burs! m~o derisive laughlarge cities it is a feverish time with te:r. A Boston lady tried 1t next and made
moving vans loaded with household' goods it sou~d "Little ~u~ty Muhphy, she su~moving here and there. Sometimes it tenly ·ls a buhd, s1ttmg on~the cuhb, waitseems as· if the entire popu.l ation was mi- ing to go to wuhk." Again the au?ience
grating and great cities were about to be e~ploded. Mr. Welch fFom Washington
depopulated and abandoned. Nothing of was then invited to try it, whic~ he di?.
the kind occurs. The people are merely He knew, of course, that. Wa~hmgton 1s
~hanging . places, moving out of places the one place where E~gl~sh .1s c~rrectly
which are to be occupied by others and sp?ken. The record does not,g1ve his rend- 1
into places which the others have left. ermg, but Mr. Welch can,t understand ~
In a day or two the situation is ·stabilized, yet · what made all those people laugh
the aggregate population is unchanged, when he got th.r ou~h.
and things go on just about as before.
* * *
* * *
I REMEMBER REMARKING ·. SOME
months ago that_ I had seen no mention of
lT IS SAID THAT .MANY FAMILIES the use of rocket projectiles in this war,
move to escape paymg ~ent. Probably although the possibilities ha,d .been tensome of t~em do, but that 1s not the g_en- tatively discussed for a long time. Perera!. practice. There are so.me who fmd haps I had missed some mention of the
~ovmg an easy way to avoid houseclean- subject. Anyway, rockets are being used,
mg. They leave that j.ob t~ !he _ow;1er or. both by our oWll armed forces and by
the next -~ccu~ant, d~.mandmg spic ~nd those of the enemy.
sp~n premises mto which t~ move. NeithThe bazooka, so called, is a finned
er. 1s t~at the general practice. No house- rocket which can be aimed with fair acwife likes to have ~er successor charge curacy and which can _pierce the armor
that she ~as an untidy hous:keepe:· She of tanks and destroy brickl masonry and
is more lik~ly to ~ake special pams ~o steel structures as well as railroads. The
leave her -quarters m good order.
range and penetrating power · of the ba* * *
zooka are not made public, · but it is
0 C C A S I O NALL Y THE MOVER known that the ' Germans have a rocket
finds moving a convenient way to get rid device which, carrying a weight of 150
of an unwanted cat. Pussy, once a favor- pounds for short ranges and of 50 pounds
ite, has become a nuisance. Nobody else up to 6,000 yards.
wanted her, so she could not be given
,
*
away, · and the tender sensibilities of
THE RUSSIANS have made effective
members of the family prevented -them use of the rocket, and in the fighting in
from putting her to death, even painless- Africa some of our men carried little baly. Therefore on moving day she is con- zookas, one of which could be carried in
veniently forgotten, and for a few hours ~he soldier's h9-nd and used ~ffectively
or days she wanders about the forsaken against a tank. Rockets were actually
place, wondering what has .become of all used before · guns. The Chinese are said
the people and why 1'0 one feeds her. She to have used them in the thirteenth cenmay be taken over with the rooms by tury, and they were highly regarded in
the new tenants, or she may be obliged England until about 1600, when the imto take to the alleys, living a furtive noc- proved gun superseded them. However,
turnal life and gaining a scant living from their use for special purposes continued
overturned garbage cans.
for many years. Francis Scott Key wrote
Advice to . movers: Take the cat with of "the rockets' red glare" at the bomyou, or see that she is. otherwise merci- bardment of Fort Henry, and quantities
fully disposed of.
of rockets were· used in the Napoleonic
* * *
wa~.
· FRANCIS X. WELCH LIVES IN
Washington, D. C. He· is not a ·transient,
as so many residents of the capital are,
but a native of the place. The other eve- ning he was one of a mixed company
which included some guests from Boston and some from Brooklyn. Conversation turned on the way in which the English language is spoken in different lo·

*· *

* *

By W. P. Davies

health. In this the economic factor is rec- j
ognized as of great importance. We are
told of the settlement of the state by its J
pioneers, of the bonanza farms which
once characterized it, of the conditions
surrounding the homesteaders, of changes
which have come about in the character
of agriculture, of the economic depression which swept the country and the
drouth which affected the Great Plains
states. All of these influenced the life of
the people and created health problems
which required attention.

THERE HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED A
booklet presenting a study of Catholic
hospital _.an the diocese of Fargo, which
includes all of the eastern half of North
Dakota. The author, Rev. Anthony R.
Peschel, of Notre Dame university, has
not only made an intensive study of the
hospitals in the diocese of Fargo, which
tory, equipment and service, but he h~s
considered the whole attitude of his
church toward the subject of public
health. The results of this study appear
* * *
in this interesting and informative book·
THROUGH THOSE YEARS THE
let.
church was active in the building, main.
*
*
*
tenance and extension of hospitals, and
. rr IS NOT BY CHANCE THAT THE the book contains statistical information
Catholic church concerns itself directly concerning the number of hospitals in
with the health of the people, especially the area their size 'and equipment and
of the poor and unfortunate. From the their rel~tion to the population of their
beginning of the· Christian era healing of several immediate territories.
the sick was considered an essential part
* * *
of Christian service, and that service was
THROUGHOUT THE BOOKLET THE
rendered by devoted men and ~omen, re· charitable character of the .Catholic hosgardless of the economic or social stand· pital is emphasized. The Catholic church
ing of those to whom they ministered. considers its hospitals as instruments of
Sickness had popularly been pla'ced under public service. Many of those to_ whom
a sort of social ban, as something to be they minister are unable to pay for the
feared and avoided, but the new order es- service. The cost of that service is protablished it as something to be pitied and vided in part from patients able to pay,
helped. It was in ·that new spirit that the and in part from contributions. The book·
church took upon itself this phase of let is informative in its treatment of conministry.
ditions surrounding the hospital service,
and
the facts listed constitute evidence
* * *
WHILE THE .CHURCH HAS ALWAYS that in this field the Catholic church is
concerned itself with the healing of the performing a necessary and h:-'hlv merisick it was many centuries before any- torious service.
thing resembling the modern hospit~l
came into existence. There were, 1t 1s
true, ·some places for treatment of .the
sick, but their methods were crude and
the treatment which they have inade..
quate, for science had as yet made but
slight progress in its study of the real
nature of human maladies and of methods of treatment. · But, little by little,
knowledge was gained, the importance of
applying it was realized, and hospitals
came into being, keeping pace with the
knowledge that science had imparted. In
this work the Catholic church has taken
and is taking a prominent part.

* *

*
FATHER PESCHEL'S
STUDY IS NOT
a mere listing or description of the hospitals of this diocese operating under
the sponsorsfiip of his church. There are
summarized facts relating to the history of North Dakota which have an important bearing on the subject of public

THERE SEEMS TO BE NEED FOR A
definite and immediate official statement with reference to the position to
be held by General Marshall if and when
he is transferred from his present position as American chief of staff. Rumors
about the subject which have been in .
~irculation for . some time have done
neither General Marshall nor the war
cause any good.

and . British, land, sea and air forces
throughout the world. In that position
he would have the duty of co-ordinating
all the movements of all the two armed
forces. so that the work of each would
be of maximum· value to the common effort. His responsibilities in the great
world campaign would be similar to those
of Eisenhower in the Mediterranean, but
on a vaster scale.

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *TO *PLACE MAR. THE - DECISION.
shall in this position of supreme authority is ~aiq. to. have been made at the
Quebec conference, and this seems quite
probable. If that decision was reached
then and there, there may have been
excellent reasons for not making it public
atthe time. It may be that the news announcement which was made was premature. The subject is being discussed
everywhere and there is much speculation . concerning it.

*

WHATEVER REASONS MAY HAVE
promoted official secrecy it _seems clear
that those reasons do not now exist. A
definite statement from the commandersin-chief of the two nations seems to be
needed to end all uncertainty and silence
gossip that can lead only to misunderstanding and confusion.

THE FIRST PUBLIC INTIMATION
that a change in General Marshall's status was contemplated was in the form Df a report that he was to be given command of the American and British forces
in. the invasion of Germany from · across
the channel.
While such a position
would be __ one of vast importance the anticipated change was interpreted in some·
quarters as a demotion for Marshall. ·
AS IT IS HE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
the organization of American army
forces throughout the world. In command of the invading force he would
have a combat .command in a ' particular
area, but the world-wide duties which
he now performs ·w ould of necessity pe
performed by someone else.

*

?I< .

TOGETHER WITH THE REPORT
that such a change· was to be made came
the rumor that it was intended to placate
British officials between whom the Marshall friction had developed. That gave
rise to questions whether the placing of
American army officers is· determined
in Washington or in London. There were
the customary jibes about American subserviency to Britain, all' of. which could
not have helped to promote the · good
feeling which ought to .prevail · between
the two nations which are jointly engag-·
ed in a tremendous undertaking.

'

*

*

*

. THEN CAME THE CIRCUMSTAN·
tial statement from an Associated Press
correspondent that Marshall's new -posi·
tion is not to be that of commander of
the invasion forces alone, but that he
is to be in command of au American

* .

.

. *

*.

*

*

·* .

IF THE REPORT OF MARSHALL'S
selection for his highly important position is correct, and there seems to be
no reaso:rf to doubt it, the move is another step in the welding together of the
armed forces of the two nations and of
,their branches in each nation, into ·a
homogeneous whole,' capable of being
employed to the greatest possible advantage. That has been done in the Mediterranean campaign, and the excellent re· ·
suits are conspicuous. . It is done in the
western Pacific area, with fine results.
And the creation of ·a ·s ingle command
embracing all the armed forces should
be. equally beneficial in the conduct of
the world-wide campaign. In whatever
part of the world the fighting is going
on this is one .war, and all the areas of
conflict are parts ot a single battle front.

1

J\.UTUMN BRINGS A RICHNESS OF
eolor to the landscape which is absent in
the other seasons. In winter ·we have the
dazzling whiteness of the snow, and in
1mmmer there are the varying shades
of green as vegetation sprtngs to life
and moves on toward maturity. But the
autumn landscape has a richness and
variety all its own. Its colors include
everything in the rainbow, displayed
:niore sharply and brilliantly than in the
rainbow itself.

*

*

*

*

*

*

WE OF THE NORTHERN STATES,
and our Canadian neighbors still farther
north, are fortunate in h~ving presented
to us each year this gorgeous autumn
spectacle. Farther south the seasons
bring relatively little change in nature's
aspect, but here, fros~ and sunshine permitting, the summer ends in a burst of
glory.
IN TH]}l PRAIRIE COUNTRY WE
rniss the brilliant coloring of the maples
which is one of the attractive features
of northern Minnesota. Our color tones
are generally softer and more subdued
-the amber of stubble fields contrasting with the brown of newly plowed soil,
and the yellows of the cottonwoods and
poplars. But here and there · is a splash
, of color furnished by the red o~ks and
the Virginia creeper. A little later, if
the weather is good, a cruise up the Red
river will treat one to a succession of
pictures difficult to · excel in beauty.
There are vistas of glistening water
framed in foliage softly and richly tinted,
with each picture ending in something, as yet undiscover: :l around the bend.

* *

THE IDEAL AUTUMN* DAY COMES
· ·fn Indian summer, which properly belongs in October. It begins with a still
morning and preferably a light frost,
just enough to leave a coating of tiny
crystals on exposed places. The frost
disappears as the sun rises and warms
the air. The air remains motionless, so
that warmth accumlates in every spot
touched by the sun. To get the full benefit of such a morning one needs to be
in the woods, for there one gets not only
the color that nature lavishes, the soft
haze which softens the picture, and the
warmth of the air, but the sight of the
squirrels scurrying back and forth as
they lay in their stores of provisions
:for the winter.

*

*

.

BLESSED ARE *THE BOYS WHO
live where nut trees grow. I had that
good fortune, and the recollection of it is
a cherished memory. We had hazel nuts,
of \course, for hazel nuts have a wide
.

.

range and grow well 'in this northern
territory. But there were walnut and
butternut groves in almost every wood
lot, and hickory nuts of several different
varieties. But most prized of all were
the chestnuts, which were found in small
groves on sandy soil.

* *IS ENCLOSED
*
THE CHESTNUT
IN
a prickly burr somewhat bigger than a
golf ball, each burr usually containing
two or three nuts. Through the period
of their growth the burrs are green, but
as they ripen they become brown or tan,
and sometimes, though not always, they
open on the tree and discharge the nuts.
This happens often after a frosty night,
and I can well remember the pleasing
sound of occasional nuts dropping into
the leaves as the burrs opened. That was
the time when the squirrels were busy,
because chestnuts are among the squirrels' favorite foods.

·*

*

*

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN THE
wild chestnut seemed in., danger of becoming extinct. Blight struck the trees
and most of the trees were destroyed.
Some progress has been made, however,
in developing immurie strain and some
replanting has been done. Loss of the
chestnut tree would be a disaster, for its
wood is valuable, and gathering the nuts
is an adventure in which the small boy ·
ought to have an opportunity to engage.

By W. P. Davies
THE BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF
Judge Wi. J. Kneeshaw, publishe~ immediately . following his death last week,
listed _m any activities in which the late
jurist had been engaged before he began
his long service as district .judge. To all
of th:ose activities he brought a sound
and alert mind ancl an earnest desire to
administer faithfully whatever trust was
reposed in him. The story did not record
the fact, however, that Judge Kneeshaw
had once been a soldier in active service.

* * *

MANY OF JUDGE KNEESHAW'S
friends had seen the medal awarded to
him by the Canadian government for
military services rendered during the
abortive Fenian raid of 1870. I had known
Judge Kneeshaw for several years when
I read of that medal being awarded him.
Meeting him a little later I referred to it
and he showed it to me with considerable
pride. I asked him where his home in Canada had been and he replied that while he
was born in Ottawa his people had moved
to the little town of Paris, and it was from
that place that he had volunteered for
service against the Fenians, who were
threatening for the second time to invade Canada from across the Niagara
river. The demonstration was a fizzle, but
the Canadian troops were there ready
for action if needed. In volunteering the
future jurist had stretched the facts con·
cerning his age, for he was only 15.

* *

*
OUR CONVERSATION
BROUGHT
out some facts, interesting to him and
to me, of the kind that often cause people
to exclaim ''What a small world this is!''
Young Kneeshaw had enlisted from Paris, which is only 10 miles from Brantford, my home town, and we found that
we had mutual acquaintances in one town
or the other. Moreover, my father-in-law,
William Spence, had lived in Paris at the
time of the Fenian raid, had enlisted and
gone to the front with his company, and
had been awarded a medal, the duplicate
of Judge Kneeshaw's. Judge Kneeshaw
reme~bered him, but as Spence was s~veral years older than he the two had usually mixed with fellows more nearly of
their own age.

*

*

*

WE CHATrED FOR SOME TIME
about scenes which had been familiar to
both of us as boys, and names were mentioned of families, some of whom we
both knew. The judge asked if I had
known a certain Brantford family engaged in the harware business. I remembered
the family quite well. The judge said they
were relatives of his, and one of the girls,
a cousin, had married a young Brantford
chap whose name he gave. "In that case,"
I said, "your cousin is married to my cousin. That ought to make us related in
some way or other."

Just another illustration of the fact
that it's a small world4'

*

*

*

WRITING OF THE OLD TOWN
makes me think of ''Dolph" Bennett. He
was a youngish druggist, and I never
neard him called anything but "Dolph."
Perhaps his name was Adolph. He lived
near where I did, and we went to work
about the same time. Our sidewalks were
of plank, as most sidewalks were in those
days, and sometimes, when the weather
was just right, they would be covered
with white frost in the early morning. On
those mornings I could tell whether or
not Bennett had · gone to work ahead of
.me .because he had had the shoemaker
decorate the soles of his shoes with his
initials in hob· nails. With conditions. just
right every footprint would be marked
clearly with the initials A. B. B. I have
a vague ' recollection that Bennett came
west, to Devils Lake, but I have never
run across him since :J: came.

.ONE DESIRABLE
* *FEATURE
* OF THE

"E" war bonds, which are intended especially for the small investor, is that
they cannot depreciate in price. No matter what the stoc~ market does, no matter whether money becomes scarce or
plentiful, each of those bonds will be
worth 100 .cents on · the dollar, plus interest at a rate which varies with the time
that the bond is held. That makes purchase of "E'' bonds a perfect investment.

:&. Lm'1lrlf.
mer University student who Is now
United States naval service tells of some
of the writer's experiences in distant foreign territory. The letter was written
"somewhere at sea," and while some of
the customs prevalent in the territory
Visited are known, that territory is not
Identified by name. The writer was careful not to make any'dlrect reference of
the latter sort, but even so, the censor
Ji.as carefully trimmed out some words.
The letter is in part as fololws:
"WE DO HAVE A CRAVING FOR

aews from the*USA,•and ft*is ae1dom that

on cafopetfng 4lat
.eavy of almost an1 ~rf..
can ho~---..""". '1'be Arable chant was -aur·
prisingly like a Latin mass and certainly
a twin to Hebrew. I remember thinking
that the human foot, except in the young,
1s ugly, and perhaps it was the orthodox
Moslem who took their socks ott, the
more modem keeping them on. Least of
all Moslems, though they wash their
hands at waterlne ~ba before entering the mosque, could do better by their
feet the majority ,o: ~

*

•

*

"TK AFRAID I WAS TOO

we hear of what Is going on. At the mo- tive to thW ~ c e f

ment I am in a war theater, but I'm waitIng until I get back home to read the
whole of what went on during the summer. Our trllthfully uneventful and unJlamorous life is not particularly condu·
dve to letter writing. Most everything
1J routine, and Monday, Tuesday and
~ednesday at sea merge into forgetful·
peas. The ports provftle the interest; seeIlg them in wartime, however, does them
am 1njui1Uce.

* • •

"JUST LEFT A '°RT.:....:cRADIJ!:
lfvlllzation type-baak.s in the accumulat·
ed filth of the centuries. My crew got
through with only two cases of mild dysentery. Lucky, for that seems to be the
only health.toll we'll pay. Among causes
of dysentery is the practice of needling
watermelons, then soaking them in any
kind of water. Melona filled with water
weigh more abd tbey':r,:Jol4 by welg_ht;t
Of course the natlvtl Ihm tb have bel-"
come immune to the 'bUgS.'

for the staunch Irld ~
ber of my crew who wu with me.
occasional nudging he remained silent.
Mohammed did not gain a comtel't; but
our dusky friend did work on two unhal·
lowed unbelievers for an hour. After seeing all parts of the mosque our guide
took us down to his nearby small cubicle
office (he was a cloth importer), and we
sipped 'soda pop' (procurred from a
neighborl.n£ shop. I a,.ve
a bag

*

*

*

''I HAVE BEEN IN OTHER MOSQUES

and ancient churches alnce all et
better knoW'D. There
and in theSe laffelo
5,()00th. I remember one
slgnlficance. Its inside
~
a register :tor Allied
'lWft·
waa, the usual run o1 scrawn»s: J ~
Deatns, Black Creek, Io\\%;""tJSN; Fnik.
Jones, Crater City, N. J., U. S. army,
• * *
and the British did their part. It is much
"AUGUS'r WXS AN EXTREMELY better seeing thing1 as the first Yank
interesting month for me. I spent a num· and not the 5,000th.
ber of days with .i,ny air force men.
* * *
Flew to some Interesting country. Saw
"YET OVER HERE I'VE LEARNED
aome of the world's sights. Heard a few to like the British a lot better. I've had
of the better war tales. Luckily, the crew some contacts with them, and In one case
1s well behaved, and this allows more saw quite a bit of an RAF flight lleutentime from the ship. There's not a bad ac- ant. As for our own a r m y • ~
tor amon&. the (censored). They do some air force, it is the pick of tbe ~
fooling thihas, but then, so do L So far
*
we've had adequate discipline without
"NOW BACK TO , n ~
resorting to any oi: the bread and water have been week after week at
and otherwJ.se effective but hardboiled there was no land, no ~
punlsbmentr. - - of the mell ~ fnm JIit the other mornlnc ~-~ darimells
either Georgia and So'Utb Cilro1ma or started to lift fromi.,f¥ 'water I saw -a
from Brooklyn and Jersey. To most of beautiful Jsland. I ~ know why it ~
them, Boy Scouts were sissies. And I- but when we see thase ~ so rlctilf
even more than they-am getting a llber- set in the troptcal sea, there's ahnost a
al education.
universal thought of 'that's ~ we
•
. • ·i .. *
8'tould .be.' ( ~ t is, after the war.) Many
"TRAVER ANCESTORS ARE PER- of them appear story-book-like fJ'om ffle
haps respolllibte for me touring the distance. You know lUXUl"IIUlt hDJs falling
world with a box of odd$ and ends picked away from a 2,000.foot granite peak. '1'h1s
up at the 1aSt minute In New York City particular isle was intensely cultlvate4Woolworth's. In the. box are bags of terraces, and had a l1bera1 spotting of tiny
marbles, etc. Three J:Mt'btes to a black· ,rldte cottagea.; 'midst trees. ot course
eyed youngster and two ~ eldt tllere WU the lighthouse, and light·
rets to 111a fezzed patpa; end you can Im- liOU8es the world over haVe a beauty that
mediately get into interesting conversa• the camera never cat¢ies. One needn't
tk1n. I've de.eloped a
down native quarters. W1
dgarets you can almost be a g ·
ambassador. 'Yanks' JN the best liked of
an 'Europeans,' and ff 8'8 also the beSt
suckers. '.l'heff is SOrM'COrrelation. About
four pr:ICes here. One that the natives
pay; next come the (censored), then the
English, and finally the Yank shelling
out three or four tlmel what the object
Is worth.

.figh-

* *

a

* * *

"WE ALL SOON LEARN THE NA·
tlve words for 'give me free,' (their byword) 'Kl1Un,' and something that ls the
equivalent fDt •,et the ball away.' Street
peddlers, you kn.ow. Just lately I've pick·
ed up the phrase that means a pleasant
good day,' Tried it on a ship pilot, a~d
he answered, 'mercl beaucoup.' I took him
for a native. Oh, well.

*

*

*

"WlIEN I FIRST CAME INTO THIS
of the world I ended up in a mosque

